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By SARAH RAMIREZ

As brands continue to invest in consumer research, it is  imperative that businesses put insights into action to better
reach customers.

In a webinar hosted by Brandwatch, an analyst from Forrester revealed that less than half of companies make
business decisions based on quantitive data. With consumer habits becoming more complex, it is  also vital that
research is thorough and accurate.

"Customers want what they want where and when they want it, and they don't get those ideas primarily from you,"
said Cinny Little, principal analyst at Forrester. "This is one of our challenges today as brands and consumers
continue to change.

"There's explosive growth in technology's role with customer or consumer understanding," she said. "But firms still
struggle to actually do something with their data."

Diving into data
Almost three-quarters of brands are building cross-functional teams that can collaborate and work with agility
across the silos in their companies, according to Ms. Little.

Data plays an important role across departments and can help guide decision-making. However, not all companies
actively use their customer research.
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Facebook has launched a rewards-based market research program. Image credit: Facebook

Only 48 percent of brands' decisions are based on the quantitive information data provides, up from 45 percent in
2018.

Research from Forrester shows that public companies that have insights-driven strategies grow at an annual rate of
27 percent, while the global GDP will grow at 3.9 percent annually through 2021.

Additionally, customer data and feedback can guide companies as they navigate today's more paradoxical
consumers.

"Consumers are becoming a little more complicated," Ms. Little said.

For instance, consumers desire rare goods that are also easily accessible, or they are drawn to brands that reinvent
themselves but stay consistent. This is especially true among younger affluents, who see luxury as more inclusive
and expressive than their predecessors.

Brands are responding with new products and services that cater to consumers' concerns, explained Will McInnes,
CMO at Brandwatch.

Prada Re-Nylon bags are made with upcycled nylon. Image credit: Prada

Growing interest in sustainability among younger consumers has led luxury labels to innovate.

Italian fashion label Prada is taking an inventive approach to upcycling by introducing a handbag line made out of
regenerated materials. Econyl is used to make the totes, belt bags, shoulder bags and backpacks in Prada's new Re-
Nylon line (see story).

Consumer feedback
Similarly to consumers becoming more responsive to brand narratives, businesses are turning to storytelling to
better understand data before acting on it.

"Data storytelling enables you to align with business stakeholders, which leads to actions," Ms. Little said.

Research quality is also crucial, since some consumers may be dealing with feedback fatigue or misunderstand
questions. This makes customer data more difficult to trust.
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Speaking at Luxury FirstLook 2019, the CEO of Customer Experience Group encouraged marketers to rethink how
they gather consumer data and from whom.

As consumers are constantly asked to provide feedback for their experiences with stores, services and more, it can
become frustrating particularly if customers do not perceive their comments and concerns as having an impact on
companies. Looking beyond customers who purchased items and also getting feedback from those who did not
complete transactions is also important (see story).

According to Mr. McInnes, the best way to get digital consumer intelligence in the future will be through mobile
surveys and social listening, especially as consumers become more protective of their data.

Consumers are also getting more power to prevent access to their information.

Technology giant Apple is continuing its pro-privacy crusade, but its latest features may alienate many developers
and advertisers.

With Apple's forthcoming iOS 13, it will be easier than ever for consumers to protect their personal information and
prevent third parties from exploiting user data. However, advertisers have come to rely on this data to learn more
about consumers (see story).

"Our communication channels have changed drastically," Brandwatch's Mr. McInnes said. "There has been
exponential growth in connectivity."
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